THE
BRANDING
FOR IMPACT
COURSE
C U R R I C U L U M

We are not going to be able to operate our Spaceship Earth
successfully nor for much longer unless we see it as a whole
spaceship and our fate as common. It has to be everybody or nobody.
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We'll teach you what business school won't.
We'll radically shift the way you think about impact.
This is the place where the tools, frameworks and
mindsets build positive impact into the DNA of what you
do.
Whether you're starting a business, designing a project,
building a movement, we equip you with the
impact, entrepreneurship & mindset-reframe tools
to create positive impact for humans and the planet.
We've created this program to lead you through the
mechanics of building an impactful organization,
launching a financially sustainable business that scales
but also to help you discover new mindsets to amplify
the change you will create in the world.

THE PROGRAM
Impact is not a destination. It's an ever evolving journey. Regardless where you
are on that journey, our program is designed to guide you towards your next step.

THE ON-DEMAND
COURSES
ACCESS BITE SIZED LECTURES AT
YOUR OWN PACE

THE
FRAMEWORKS
ACCESS A HANDS-ON TOOLKITS

THE COMMUNITY
MEET, COLLABORATE AND
CONNECT WITH FELLOW REBELS

THE PROGRAM
Progress through video lectures, complete guided exercises focused on
developing your impact brand from square one.
You'll be prompted to brainstorm solo or with your team, engage in creative
exercises and think strategically as we guide you through sustainable brand
creation.
This program starts when you're ready, and you don't need a brand to start.

CHAPTERS
WHAT IS BRAND
Branding in context
Branding for Impact
Why we need brands in the impact space

BRAND PURPOSE
Exploring purpose
Brand Purpose building

TARGET AUDIENCE
Knowing your audience
Customer Persona building

BRAND STORY
Crafting your brand story
Creating a brand promise
Mapping your market competitors

EARTH AMBITION
Traditional vs Impact Enterprises
Uncovering your Earth Ambition
Communicating your impact
Roadmapping your Earth Ambition

UNIQUENESS
Uncovering your uniqueness

CIRCLE OF INFLUENCE
Identifying your circle of influence
Engaging your circle of influence
Creating brand partnerships

BRAND VALUES
Exploring your values
Brand values creation

BRAND IDENTITY
Brand personality
Discover your Impact Archetype
Brand Auditing

CHANNELS & CONNECTIONS
Establishing your connections
Activating your customer journey
Channel planning

BRAND COMPASS
Creating your Brand Compass for decision making

BRAND ASSETS
Visual identity and brand checklist
Creating and managing brand assets

FAQ

WHAT'S THE TIME COMMITMENT?
Per module, we have around 20-30 minutes of video and reading
materials. The bulk of the time commitment is the self-directed
assignments! Depending on your industry, product, and stage of your
business, expect 2-8hrs of assignment/research/exploration time per
module.

WHAT IF I ALREADY HAVE A BRAND, IS
THIS COURSE FOR ME?
This course was explicitly created for anyone looking to create a brand
that walks the talk; one that contributes to society and the earth. Start
from scratch, or pivot your existing brand!

SHOULD I COMPLETE THIS COURSE
ALONE OR WITH OTHERS?
Up to you. The course will prompt critical discussion and thinking for you
to do alone, or with your team. The end goal is the same: build your
impact brand with integrity and ambition.

WILL THIS COURSE HELP ME DESIGN A
LOGO FOR MY WEBSITE?
Short answer: No. This is not a design course.
Long answer: Yes. Before you create any brand asset like a logo or
website, you need to develop your brand. This course will walk you
through each step in creating a resilient brand for your impact enterprise.
And we'll definitely be providing logo tips!

DO I RECEIVE A CERTIFICATE OF
COMPLETION?
Yes. Anyone who completes the course will receive a certificate of
completion.

THE
INSTRUCTORS
WENDY GOSNELL LONG
Branding Expert, Founder of Earth Ambitious Brands

After a successful 20 year career as a global brand leader with Grey Global Advertising and Saatchi & Saatchi, building
legacy brands including National Geographic and Tide, Wendy made a shift.
Having experienced the power of brands to change behavior, create community, and build belonging, Wendy’s new
mission unfolded: to leverage this power for good.
Wendy has been enabling impact entrepreneurs to uncover their unique brands, anchor their company values, and
bootstrap the creation process while ensuring their work's integrity (AKA avoiding greenwashing at all costs).
Wendy created the Earth Ambitious Brand framework to fill the gaps where traditional branding falls short. This course
brings all the latest knowledge in brand building in the impact space.

LAURA FRANÇOIS
Impact Strategist, Storyteller and Systems Designer

An impact strategist and entrepreneur working at the intersection of environmental and social change,
Laura has spent over 10 years developing creative strategies for systems change. She is the co-founder of
The Spaceship and has previously cofounded 3 social enterprises across India, Malaysia and Singapore - as
well as directed international non-profit Fashion Revolution in Southeast Asia.
Laura is a circular economy mentor at Fashion for Good Incubator Mumbai and The Bridge Incubator
Singapore as well as a guest lecturer in sustainability at INSEAD University (Singapore), Lasalle College For
The Arts and New Campus Asia.

THEIR WORK HAS BEEN FEATURED ON

hello@thespaceship.org
www.thespaceship.org

